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This restaurant business plan is for Nick's Pizzeria & Frozen Yogurt, a tasty family -oriented pizza restaurant to be
located in the upscale Kansas City suburb of.

The book is packed with guides, worksheets and checklists. Physical Evidence Our main target is our
customer satisfaction. Why go through all the trouble of inventing something new, that you don't even know
will ever work, when you can easily learn from and duplicate something that has been a proven success? Sales
Strategy Baily Road area has expressed its need for additional restaurants, specifically a desire for pizza. If the
website rolls out future development such as newsletters and online ordering, the internal staff at Fetch Pizza
Corner will design, implement, and execute the technology. Sounds exaggerated? Ability to control any
moment at any time. In all, this plan describes a healthy company with good growth prospects, looking to
manage its orderly growth in the near future. We will also provide breadstick and drinks along with it. The
closest locales for pizza to the Baily Road area Is Pizza Hut, but its not competing pizza locations deliver to
the Baily Road area. These pizza outlets are in taverns which are not conducive to family-type atmosphere. All
this and much much more. Our proposed Menu will offer a variety of unique Pizzas for both Vegetarians and
Non- vegetarians in different sizes at reasonable prices. The restaurant offers a wide menu selection to appeal
to many different customer preferences. We will charge price of our services in such a manner that it will be
comfortable enough for an average target consumer. Human Resource Planning First we will give
advertisement into newspapers. Success Tip: Setting Goals Good management is the key to success and good
management starts with setting goals. Special online-only offers will be made available on the website, along
with customer's opportunity to sign-up for email news and offers. As we are providing pizzas at a lower price
compared to the others, people might think our quality will not be the same with others. Carrying out this
in-depth analysis using the SWOT framework will show where we stand today with our business and will
highlight our internal strengths and weaknesses, the opportunities available to our business and the threats that
may be coming our way. Italian cuisine, most particularly Pizza is much appreciated by Mauritians of all age
groups. This is backed up by my own personal observations. Place To fulfill demands of our target consumers,
we will set up four service centers, three within Dhaka metropolitan area: Baily Road, Gulshan-1 and
Dhanmondi, and the other one in Chittagong. Pizza Palace specializes in making superior Pizzas. There is a
temptation to fixate on growth at the expense of profits. Web Plan Strategy Fetch Pizza Corner website will be
the virtual business card and portfolio for the company, as well as its online "home. Additionally, Fetch Pizza
Corner would be the only family-oriented, non-smoking restaurant in Baily Road. Re-work your plan of action
to allow for obstacles which may stand in your way. We will also create and nurture a healthy, creative,
respectful, and fun working environment, in which our employees are fairly compensated and encouraged to
respect the customer and the quality of the product we produce.


